An Ergonomically Clean Solution
Help your back feel better with our new quality constructed solid polymer
footrest. It promotes proper posture thus making you more comfortable.

Polymer Footrest

FOX BAY INDUSTRIES, INC.

Available either Grey or Black this attractive and long lasting solid polymer
footrest features a special high-friction surface that is environmentally
stabilized to resist harsh sun light including ultraviolet light. The surface
has a dot pattern texture that inhibits slippage. It is not a laminated surface,
but instead it is a single homogeneous polymer sheet that will not rot, swell,
or delaminate when exposed to sun or moisture.

FR500 Series
Solid Polymer Footrest
Available with either a three or six inch frame. The three inch frame
is designed for use in most standard applications. The six inch frame is
designed for applications requiring additional height such as assembly or
laboratory work.

Fox Bay Industries, Inc.
Auburn, WA
(800) 874-8527
Fax: (253) 941-9197
www.foxbay.com

TarsalRest Polymer Footrest
Make Workstations
Comfortable!
Our solid polymer footrest provides
a practical ergonomic solution for
workstations that require cleaning or
disinfecting.

 Strong Chromed Steel Frame
 Platform Tilts +20° to –20°
 Platform Dimentions 19"x12"x5/8"
 Solid Polymer Construction
 Maximum Platform Height:

FR503 3"
FR506 6"

Detail Showing Anti-Slip Texture

 Limited 25 Year Warranty

Part Number: FR503

3" Polymer Footrest

List Price: $80.00

Part Number: FR506

6" Polymer Footrest

List Price: $80.00

Care and Cleaning
The footrest is chemically resistant and most common detergents and cleansers work well to remove soil. Bleach can be applied
and allowed to soak to help lift persistent stains. To clean a petroleum based stains such as grease or oil, use citrus cleaner, alcohol, or mineral spirits. Furniture polish or products such as Armor-All® can add an attractive luster to the finish and hide small
mars on the product's surface. However, the use of such polishing agents reduces the coefficient of surface adhesion.
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